KABLOONA
I would think of this and smile to myself, saying that one of me
was the mechanical hare at the county fair, running ahead of
the hounds. Motivated by a mysterious current, that other had
been given a handicap, and the hounds would not catch up
with him. Human weakness was impossible to him; the pace
had been set for him; he ran on, with the hounds in his wake,
and each time that the hounds threatened to come abreast of
him, hup! a sudden spurt left them fifty yards behind. If it had
not been for Nigak I should not have been aware that I was
human.
Nigak—'South wind' —was our leader. This giant husky
had a head which seemed to me as long as my arm, and the
fur on his wide jowls made his head almost as broad as it was
long. Nature had apparently placed that fur exactly where it
was in order that, running in the wind, it blow back at either
side and protect the body from the rushing air.
Nigak was proud of being leader; for pride and jealousy are
two recognizable traits of character in the Eskimo dogs. But he
was not only leader, he was in the true sense the boss of the
team. Each time that we stopped, he turned and thrashed all
the other dogs, one after the other. There were seven dogs and
two bitches, in addition to Nigak, but he never touched the
bitches. Once the dogs lay grovelling before him, he would
sniff caressingly for a moment at each of the bitches and then
caracole up and down the line, his curly tail wagging to left and
right and his whole air speaking of pride and glory in his rank
and prowess. After which he would trot peacefully back to his
place and stand in the characteristic pose, paws widespread,
powerful thigh-muscles taut, claws dug in as if ready to cpush5
rather than pull when the whip swished in the air. Nigak never
rested, but stood waiting to go on, and if the halt was long he
would rise up on his hind legs and bark furiously as if to say,
'What are we waiting for?* I have seen him break out this
fourteen-foot sled, with its twelve-hundred-pound load, and
drag it twenty yards all by himselE
He was rare among Eskimo dogs in his outbursts of friendship
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